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Abstract. The acoustic peaks in the angular power spectrum of cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) temperature and polarization anisotropies play an important role as a probe
of the nature of new relativistic particles contributing to the radiation density in the early
universe, parametrized by ∆Neff . The amplitude and phase of the acoustic oscillations pro-
vide information about whether the extra species are free-streaming particles, like neutrinos,
or tightly-coupled, like the photons, during eras probed by the CMB. On the other hand,
some extensions of the Standard Model produce new relativistic particles that decouple from
their own non-gravitational interactions after neutrinos, but prior to photons. We study the
signature of new relativistic species that decouple during this intermediate epoch. We argue
that the decoupling species will cause a scale-dependent change in the amplitude and phase
shift of the acoustic oscillations, different from the usual constant shifts on small scales. For
intermediate decoupling times, the phase and amplitude shifts depend not only on ∆Neff
but the redshift zdec,X at which the new species decoupled. For ∆Neff > 0.334, a Stage
IV CMB experiment could determine Neff at the percent level and zdec,X at the ∼ 10%
level. For smaller values, ∆Neff ∼ 0.1, constraints on zdec,X weaken but remain ∼ 20− 50%
for zdec,X ∼ O(103 − 104). As an application, we study the contributions to ∆Neff and
determine the zdec,X values for simple implementations of the so-called Nnaturalness model.
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1 Introduction
The anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) temperature and polarization
provide information about the energy density in relativistic particles, or radiation, in the
early universe. In the Standard Model and at temperatures below ∼ 1 MeV, this radiation
is comprised of photons and relativistic neutrinos. The photon contribution to the radiation
energy is accurately determined by the temperature of the CMB today. The remaining
contribution is characterized by Neff , a parameter defined through
ρrad(T . 1MeV) = ργ
[
1 +
7
8
(
4
11
)4/3
Neff
]
, (1.1)
where ργ = (pi
2/15)T 4γ is the energy density in CMB photons and Tγ = 2.725K today (see e.g.
[1]). With this definition, Neff = 3 corresponds to the radiation energy density expected from
three Standard Model neutrinos that decouple instantaneously. In the standard cosmology
Neff ≈ 3.046, due to residual heating of neutrinos from electron-positron annihilation [2–12].1
1Taking neutrino oscillation effects into account, [13] found Neff = 3.045 for both the normal and inverted
neutrino mass hierarchies.
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Any deviation from the Standard Model prediction for Neff would indicate the presence
of new relativistic particles, dark radiation, or a change to the standard cosmological history
(for a recent review, see [14]). For instance, a new relativistic species X with a thermal Fermi-
Dirac or Bose-Einstein distribution will change the inferred value of Neff by an amount
∆Neff,X =
{
aν
NX
2 (
TX
Tγ
)4 (bosonicX)
aν
NX
2
7
8(
TX
Tγ
)4 (fermionicX)
(1.2)
where aν ≡ 87(114 )4/3, NX is the internal degrees of freedom of X and TX is the temperature
of X at the time of interest. The current constraint on Neff from a combination of CMB
and baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO) data is Neff = 3.15±0.23 (68% C.L.) [1]. Separately,
Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) puts another constraint ∆Neff ≤ 1.0 (95% C.L.) [15].
These measurements leave room for the existence of additional beyond the Standard Model
(BSM) contributions to Neff . Increasing the precision of the Neff constraints is a major
goal for the current and near-term high-resolution CMB experiments such as Advanced ACT,
SPT-3G, the Simons Observatory, and a Stage IV CMB experiment [14, 16, 17]. From here
on, whenever we discuss ∆Neff , we implicitly mean ∆Neff determined from the CMB, i.e.
∆Neff = ∆N
CMB
eff unless specified otherwise.
Cosmological measurements of ∆Neff are a particularly interesting test of BSM physics
because they are sensitive to new particles even if the new particles do not have any non-
gravitational interactions with Standard Model particles. In fact, there are many possible
BSM scenarios that generate some new contribution to the radiation density of the early
universe [18–43]. The parameter ∆Neff could also be negative if photons get heated after
the decoupling of neutrinos [44, 45]. A high-significance detection of ∆Neff > 0 alone would
not, however, be sufficient to determine the nature of the new contribution to the radiation
density. In this paper, we will show that if ∆Neff > 0, CMB measurements can place
limits on and potentially even detect the epoch at which the particles contributing to ∆Neff
decoupled from interactions in their own dark sector. In the event of a future detection of
∆Neff , this additional information could help to identify the new species.
The CMB is primarily sensitive to Neff through two distinct physical effects. First,
the total radiation energy density sets Hubble rate and therefore the damping scale of CMB
anisotropies [46]. Second, the presence of free-streaming relativistic particles, such as neu-
trinos, induces a shift in the phase and a decrease in the amplitude of the acoustic peaks
of the CMB [47]. The damping tail probes the amount of radiation density, but provides
no information about the nature of the particles contributing to it beyond the fact that
they are relativistic at CMB times. On the other hand, the changes to the acoustic oscilla-
tions are specifically generated by particles that have ceased to scatter frequently by CMB
times.2 The phase shift generated by the Standard Model neutrinos was first pointed out in
[47] and recently detected in [49]. Subsequently, Baumann, Green, Meyers, and Wallisch [48]
pointed out that taken together, the two effects mentioned here allow one to jointly constrain
the amount of free-streaming relativistic particles at CMB times, Neff , and the amount of
relativistic particles that are tightly coupled and fluid-like, as opposed to free-streaming,
parametrized by Nfl [48]. Furthermore, the BAO feature in large-scale structure data also
provides information about the phase of the acoustic oscillations that can supplement CMB
constraints on Neff [50–52].
2Note that isocurvature perturbations may also generate a phase shift of the acoustic oscillations [48], but
we will not consider that in this paper.
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In this paper we extend the work of [47, 48] to study the changes to CMB power spectra
caused by relativistic particles that transition from fluid-like to free-streaming. That is, they
decouple from scattering interactions in their own sector, at epochs probed by the CMB
anisotropies. 3 For a species X that decouples at a redshift zdec,X , the Fourier modes that
cross the horizon at zdec,X predominantly contribute to the CMB anisotropies at multipoles
`dec,X ∼ pidLSS/cγτdec,X where τdec,X is the conformal time at zdec,X , dLSS is the comoving
distance to the surface of last scattering, and cγ = 1/
√
3. The CMB anisotropies at multipoles
` & `dec,X are therefore sensitive to modes that entered the horizon at z & zdec,X . As we shall
see, the decoupling of species X changes the `-dependence of the phase shift and amplitude
suppression from appearing nearly constant [47, 49] at high ` to dropping off at ` & `dec,X .
If ∆Neff 6= 0 is caused by a species that decouples at zdec,X . 25000, `dec,X falls within the
observable range of multipole values of CMB Stage IV (e.g. ` . 5000). The Standard Model
neutrinos were, of course, at one time tightly coupled as well but for neutrinos `dec,ν ∼ 108 so
probing the Standard Model neutrino decoupling from these effects seems unlikely. Detecting
a feature from dark decoupling therefore requires that zdec,X be not too much earlier than our
own decoupling z ∼ 1100. While the existence of a dark sector with a dark decoupling time
so close to our own may seem contrived, we will show that this is precisely what can occur in
the Nnaturalness model [30]. In any case, we advocate using the full set of parameters Neff ,
Nfl, and zdec,X in future searches for light relics in the CMB. We note that nonstandard low-
energy effective four neutrino interactions can produce neutrinos that start to free-stream at
z ∼ 104, which also give rise to an `-dependent phase shift. [29, 54].
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we review the analytic calculation
of the phase and amplitude shift in the CMB anisotropy power spectrum and then provide
a simple extension to incorporate species that decouple at finite zdec,X . In Section 3, we
present our modifications to the CLASS Boltzmann code [56] to model a new species that
decouples at finite time and then use the modified code to numerically study the changes
to the temperature and polarization power spectra caused by the new species. In Section 4,
we show how the Nnaturalness model [30] gives rise to new particles with such intermediate
decoupling times and show how to map Nnaturalness parameters onto our phenomenological
parametrization of ∆Neff and zdec,X . In Section 5, we perform a Fisher forecast to assess
the sensitivity of a Stage IV CMB experiment to ∆Neff and zdec,X , and to explore the
degeneracies between these parameters. Our conclusions are presented in Section 6.
2 Analytic Computation
2.1 Background
In this section, we review the cosmological perturbation theory needed to study the effects
of free-streaming particles on the acoustic peaks of the CMB anisotropy power spectra. For
a more thorough discussion, the reader is referred to the classic paper of Bashinsky & Seljak
[47] or the more recent paper by Baumann et al [48]. The discussion here follows [47, 48]
closely and readers familiar with those works can skip directly to Section 2.3.
3We restrict our analysis to dark radiation, or particles that remain relativistic for the entire cosmic history.
For studies of the relevance of various parameters (such as mass, coupling strength, etc) of a dark sector to
CMB, see, e.g. [25, 53–55].
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2.1.1 Metric and Conventions
We parametrize the perturbed metric as
ds2 = a2(τ)[(−1− 2A)dτ2 − 2Bidτdxi + [(1− 2HL)δij − 2H¯ij ]dxidxj ] , (2.1)
where τ is conformal time and H¯ij is traceless and symmetric. In this paper we only study
the scalar modes and so
Bi = ∇ib , H¯ij = (∇i∇j − 1
3
δij∇2)χ , (2.2)
where b and χ are scalar potentials for perturbations. We can write the diagonal part of
the perturbation to the spatial curvature (proportional to δij) as Ψ = HL − 13∇2χ. Apart
from the discussion of our modification to Boltzmann codes in Section 3, we will work in the
Newtonian gauge (b = χ = 0) with metric given by [57]
ds2 = a2(τ)[(−1− 2Φ)dτ2 + (1− 2Ψ)δijdxidxj ] , (2.3)
where Φ and Ψ are the gravitational potential and spatial curvature perturbation, respec-
tively. In what follows, it is useful to define
Φ± ≡ Φ±Ψ . (2.4)
For a species a, we define the perturbation of particle number per proper volume as
δa ≡ δna
n¯a
=
δρa
ρ¯a + P¯a
, (2.5)
where ρ¯ and P¯ are mean energy density and pressure. The second equality is due to energy
conservation. On the other hand, the perturbation of particle number per coordinate volume
is defined as
da ≡ δa − 3Ψ . (2.6)
In the study of the evolution of the photon density, we employ dγ rather than δγ as it provides
a simpler description [47]. In this paper, we assume adiabatic initial conditions, i.e. δa = δ
is a constant for all species on super-horizon scales kτ  1 with k being the Fourier mode.
This implies da is also a constant on super-horizon scales, and we shall set its initial value to
be da,in. Following [47], we write the initial photon overdensity dγ,in = −3ζ in terms of the
gauge-invariant primordial curvature perturbation. Finally, we relate the pressure Pa and
energy density ρa via
Pa
ρa
= wa ,
dPa
dρa
= wa +
dwa
d ln ρa
= c2a , (2.7)
where wa and ca are the equation of state and the adiabatic sound speed, respectively. In
this paper, we assume that all species satisfy wa = c
2
a, meaning that wa is independent of ρa
[57].
2.1.2 Perturbed Stress-Energy Tensor
The perturbed stress-energy tensor for a species a is
T 00,a = −(ρ¯a + δρa), T 0i,a = (ρ¯a + P¯a)vi,a, T ij,a = (P¯a + δPa)δij + (ρ¯a + P¯a)Σij,a , (2.8)
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where vi,a is the velocity and Σ
i
j,a is the anisotropic stress tensor with Σ
i
i,a = 0. The velocity
and anisotropic stress tensors can be written in terms of their associated scalar potentials as
vi,a = −∇iua , Σij,a =
3
2
(∂i∂j − 1
3
δij∇2)pia . (2.9)
The conservation of stress-energy tensor, Tµν;ν ,a, for each species leads to
δ˙a = ∇2ua + 3Ψ˙ , u˙a = c2aδa − χaua +∇2pia + Φ , (2.10)
where χa ≡ H(1 − 3c2a) is the Hubble drag rate and H = aH is the expansion rate of the
universe with respect to the conformal time. Replacing δa with da by Eq. (2.5) and combining
Eq. (2.10), we obtain the evolution of da as
d¨a +H(1− 3c2a)d˙a − c2a∇2da = ∇4pia +∇2(Φ + 3c2aΨ) . (2.11)
2.1.3 Distribution Function and Boltzmann Equation
We use the Boltzmann equation to study the evolution of the phase-space distribution func-
tion fa of a species a. The distribution function depends on the comoving coordinates, the
comoving momenta ~q ≡ a~p with ~p being the proper momenta, and the conformal time. The
full time derivative of fa is
f˙a + ~˙r · ∂fa
∂~r
+ q˙
∂fa
∂q
+ nˆ · ∂fa
∂nˆ
=
(
∂fa
∂τ
)
C
, (2.12)
where nˆ = ~q/q is the unit direction vector of the momentum. The right-hand side of Eq. (2.12)
accounts for the relevant collisions. For a collisionless species (i.e. free-streaming particles),
the collision term vanishes.
Decomposing fa into background f¯a and perturbation δfa, the first-order Boltzmann
equation in Newtonian gauge is
δf˙a +
~q

· ~∇(δfa) + q∂f¯a
∂q
(
Ψ˙− 
q
nˆ · ~∇Φ
)
= (f˙a)C − ( ˙¯fa)C , (2.13)
where  ≡ ap0 =
√
q2 + a2m2 is the proper energy and m is the mass of the species. To
simplify the notation, we define df(τ, ~r, q, nˆ) as
dfa ≡ δfa + q∂f¯a
∂q
Ψ . (2.14)
It will be useful to define
Da(τ, ~r, nˆ) ≡ 3
4
∫
q3dq dfa(τ, ~r, q, nˆ)∫
q3dqf¯a(q)
, (2.15)
and the multipole moments of the Fourier transformed Da(τ, k, µ) with µ = nˆ · kˆ via
Da(τ, k, µ) =
∞∑
`=0
(−i)`(2`+ 1)Da,`(τ, k)P`(µ) , (2.16)
where the expansion coefficients Da,` form the set of multipole moments.
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The general expression for the stress-energy tensor of the species a is [57]
Tµν,a =
∫
d3p
pµpν
p0
fa , (2.17)
and from this one finds the perturbed stress-energy tensor
δTµν,a = a
−4
∫
dΩnˆn
µnν
∫
dqq3δfa . (2.18)
Comparing with Eq. (2.8) and using the moments of Da, we have
Da,0 = da, Da,1 = kua, Da,2 =
3
2
k2pia . (2.19)
In this paper, we take initial conditions for Da,` such that Da,` is finite in the limit τ → 0
and grows with time. This can be arranged with setting Da,` ∼ (kτ)` for kτ  1.
2.1.4 Evolution of a Fluid-like Species
A tightly-coupled relativistic fluid, such as the photon-baryon plasma prior to decoupling,
has a sound speed c2γ ≈ 13 and no anisotropic stress potential (piγ = 0). Thus relying on
Eq. (2.11) rather than the full Boltzmann Eq. (2.12), which requires the knowledge of the
collision term, we can write the evolution equation for the tightly-coupled photon-baryon
plasma as
d¨fl − c2γ∇2dfl = ∇2Φ+ . (2.20)
Moving to Fourier space and introducing the new variable y = cγkτ gives
d′′fl + dfl = −c−2γ Φ+ , (2.21)
where ′ ≡ d/dy. For adiabatic initial conditions, d′fl(y → 0) → 0 so we have dfl = dfl,in cos y
in the absence of Φ+. The general solution for the non-vanishing Φ+ is then
dfl(y) = dfl,in cos y − c−2γ
∫ y
yin
dy′Φ+(y′) sin(y − y′) . (2.22)
2.1.5 Evolution of a Free-streaming Species
The distribution function of a free-streaming particle species, ffs, satisfying the collisionless
Boltzmann equation evolves as
df˙fs +
q

nˆ · ~∇(dffs) = q∂f¯fs
∂q
nˆ · ~∇
(
q

Ψ +

q
Φ
)
. (2.23)
Since we are interested in massless species, we set  ' q. Integrating Eq. (2.23) over q3dq,
we have
D˙fs + nˆ · ~∇Dfs = −3nˆ · ~∇Φ+ . (2.24)
Fourier transforming Eq. (2.24) and letting µ = nˆ · kˆ gives
D˙fs + ikµDfs = −3ikµΦ+ , (2.25)
which has solution
Dfs(τ, k, µ) = Dfs(τin)e
−ikµ(τ−τin) − 3ikµ
∫ τ
τin
dτ ′e−ikµ(τ−τ
′)Φ+(τ
′) . (2.26)
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2.2 Analytic Estimate of the Phase and Amplitude Shift for zdec,X →∞
In this section we will use our results from the last few sections to repeat the calculation of
the changes to dγ , in particular the phase and amplitude shift, induced by a species that is
free streaming at the initial time.
Since CMB photons are tightly coupled with electrons they are fluid-like before the last
scattering. From Section 2.1.4 we have
dγ(y) = dγ,in cos y − c−2γ
∫ y
yin
dy′Φ+(y′) sin(y − y′) , (2.27)
which can be rewritten as
dγ(y) = [dγ,in + c
−2
γ A(y)] cos y − c−2γ B(y) sin y (2.28)
≡ C(y) cos[y + θ(y)] , (2.29)
where A(y) and B(y) are defined as
A(y) ≡
∫ y
yin
dy′Φ+(y′) sin y′ , B(y) ≡
∫ y
yin
dy′Φ+(y′) cos y′ , (2.30)
and C(y), θ(y) are defined through
C(y) =
√
[dγ,in + c
−2
γ A(y)]2 + [c
−2
γ B(y)]2 , (2.31)
sin[θ(y)] =
B(y)√
[A(y) + c2γdγ,in]
2 +B(y)2
. (2.32)
From the perturbed Einstein equations, the equations of motion for Φ+ and Φ− read
∇2Φ+ − 3H(Φ˙+ +HΦ+) = 8piGa2
∑
a
δρa + S1[Φ−] , (2.33)
Φ¨+ + 3HΦ˙+ + (2H˙+H2)Φ+ = 8piGa2
∑
a
δPa + S2[Φ−] , (2.34)
and
Φ− = −12piGa2
∑
a
(ρ¯a + P¯a)pia , (2.35)
where
S1[Φ−] = ∇2Φ− − 3H(Φ˙− −HΦ−) , S2[Φ−] = Φ¨− +HΦ˙− − (2H˙+H2 + 2
3
∇2)Φ− . (2.36)
In the radiation dominated era a ∝ τ so Eq. (2.34) simplifies to
Φ′′+ +
4
y
Φ′+ + Φ+ =
8piGa2
(cγk)2
∑
a
(c2a − c2γ)δρa + S˜[Φ−] , (2.37)
with S˜[Φ−] = Φ′′− + (2/y)Φ′− + 3Φ−.
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In the absence of sources of anisotropic stress, one can see from Eq. (2.35) that Φ− = 0.
For a relativistic decoupled species X contributing a fraction X = ρX/ρtotal to the energy
density during the radiation dominated era
Φ−(y) = −4
3
X
y2
DX,2(y) , (2.38)
where we have used Eq. (2.19). Since we are only considering sources with ca = cγ , Φ−
sourced by XDX,2(y) is the only source for Φ+ in Eq. (2.37). At zeroth order in X the
general solution to Eq. (2.37) is
Φ
(0)
+ (y) = C1
(
sin y
y3
− cos y
y2
)
+ C2
(
sin y
y2
+
cos y
y3
)
. (2.39)
Only the first term is finite at y → 0 so we have
Φ
(0)
+ (y) = 3Φ
(0)
+ (y = 0)
j1(y)
y
= 4ζ
j1(y)
y
, (2.40)
where Φ
(0)
+ (y = 0) = (4/3)ζ is set by the super-horizon Φ+ solution in [47]. Plugging this into
Eq. (2.30) one finds that A(0), B(0) → 2ζ, 0 as y → ∞. Thus in the large y limit, the phase
shift vanishes at zeroth order in X . More generally, at zeroth order in X the amplitude and
phase of dγ are
C(0)(y) =
√
[dγ,in + c
−2
γ A(0)(y)]2 + [c
−2
γ B(0)(y)]2 , (2.41)
sin θ(0)(y) =
B(0)(y)√
(A(0)(y) + c2γdγ,in)
2 + (B(0)(y))2
. (2.42)
To find the first order solutions for θ and C, we use the zeroth order solution for Φ+ in
Eq. (2.26) to determine D2,X(y), which can then be used in Eq. (2.38) to solve for Φ−, and
finally Φ+ at first order in X through Eq. (2.37). The result is [48]
Φ
(1)
+ (y) = −
4
15
ζX
sin y − y cos y
y3
+
∫ y
0
dy′S˜[Φ(1)− (y
′)]GΦ+(y, y
′) , (2.43)
where
GΦ+(y, y
′) = Θ(y − y′) y
′
y3
[
(y′ − y) cos(y′ − y)− (1 + yy′) sin(y′ − y)] , (2.44)
and Φ
(1)
+ (y = 0) = −(4/45)ζX is read from the super-horizon Φ+ solution in [47]. At first
order in X , the fractional change in the amplitude of dγ is
C(1)
C(0)
=
A(0)A(1) +B(0)B(1) +A(1)c2γdγ,in
(A(0))2 + (B(0))2 + 2A(0)c2γdγ,in + c
4
γd
2
γ,in
, (2.45)
and the first order change in the phase is
θ(1)(y) =
B(1)(y)[A(0)(y) + c2γdγ,in]−A(1)(y)B(0)(y)
[A(0)(y) + c2γdγ,in]
2 + [B(0)(y)]2
. (2.46)
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In the limit of y → ∞, we have A(1) ≈ −0.27ζX and B(1) ≈ 0.6ζX so that C(1)/C(0) ≈
−0.268X and θ(1) ≈ 0.19piX as expected [47, 48]. Free-streaming particles therefore suppress
the amplitude of dγ and induce shift in the phase of the oscillations.
Using the flat sky approximation, we can associate the change of peak locations δ` to
θ(1) as
δ` ≈ θ
(1)
pi
∆` , (2.47)
where ∆` ∼ 300 is the averaged separation between two peaks in the CMB power spectrum
[58]. We will use ∆` ∼ 300 throughout this paper for estimating δ`.
2.3 Analytic Estimate of the Phase and Amplitude Shift for Finite zdec,X
Now, let us revisit the calculation of the last section allowing for a finite decoupling time
for the additional species X. We will continue to work in the radiation-dominated era and
assume that our new species contributes a small fraction X to the total radiation density.
For simplicity, we assume that a species that decouples at time τdec,X instantly switches from
satisfying the fluid-like equations of Section 2.1.4 to solving the free-streaming equations of
Section 2.1.5. We then need to match the free-streaming solution for τ ≥ τdec,X ,
DX(τ ≥ τdec,X , k, µ) = DX(τdec,X , k, µ)e−ikµ(τ−τdec,X) − 3ikµ
∫ τ
τdec,X
dτ ′e−ikµ(τ−τ
′)Φ
(0)
+ (τ
′) ,
(2.48)
to the fluid-like solution for DX satisfied at τ < τdec,X . Prior to τdec,X , dX will satisfy the
fluid-like equations from Section 2.1.4. Defining ydec,X = cγkτdec,X and using the continuity
equation to relate dX(y < ydec,X) to uX(y < ydec,X) gives
DX,0(y < ydec,X) = dX,in cos y − c−2γ
∫ y
yin
dy′Φ(0)+ (y
′) sin(y − y′) (2.49)
and
DX,1(y < ydec,X) = cγdX,in sin y + c
−1
γ
∫ y
yin
dy′Φ(0)+ (y
′) cos(y − y′) . (2.50)
Matching these expressions with Eq. (2.48) gives
DX(y > ydec,X) = [DX,0(ydec,X)− 3iµDX,1(ydec,X)] e−ic
−1
γ µ(y−ydec,X)
−3ic−1γ µ
∫ y
ydec,X
dy′e−ic
−1
γ µ(y−y′)Φ(0)+ (y
′) , (2.51)
and finally
DX,2(y > ydec,X) = DX,0(ydec,X)j2(c
−1
γ (y − ydec,X)) (2.52)
+DX,1(ydec,X)
[
6
5
j1(c
−1
γ (y − ydec,X))−
9
5
j3(c
−1
γ (y − ydec,X))
]
+ c−1γ
∫ y
ydec,X
dy′
[
6
5
j1(c
−1
γ (y − y′))−
9
5
j3(c
−1
γ (y − y′))
]
Φ
(0)
+ (y
′) .
As before, this expression can be used to find Φ
(1)
− , which is now dependent on both y and
ydec,X ,
Φ
(1)
− (y|ydec,X) =
{
0 y < ydec,X
−43 Xy2DX,2(y > ydec,X) y ≥ ydec,X
. (2.53)
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And finally, we can find the expression for Φ
(1)
+ ,
Φ
(1)
+ (y|ydec,X) = 3Φ(1)+ (yin|ydec,X)
j1(y)
y
+
∫ y
ydec,X
dy′S˜[Φ(1)− (y
′|ydec,X)]GΦ+(y, y′) . (2.54)
We can find Φ
(1)
+ (yin|ydec,X) by matching to the constant super-horizon solution of Φ+. If
the Φ+ modes enter the horizon prior to decoupling of X (i.e. if ydec,X > 1), we have
Φ
(1)
+ (yin|ydec,X) = 0 . (2.55)
If they enter the horizon after decoupling of X (ydec,X < 1), then we have [47]
Φ
(1)
+ (yin|ydec,X) =
−4
45
ζX . (2.56)
Hence we can write a general solution
Φ
(1)
+ (y|ydec,X) =
−4
15
ζX (1−Θ(ydec,X − 1)) j1(y)
y
+
∫ y
ydec,X
dy′S˜[Φ(1)− (y
′|ydec,X)]GΦ+(y, y′) ,
(2.57)
which can be used to determine A(1)(y|ydec,X), B(1)(y|ydec,X), and θ(1)(y|ydec,X). The final
expression for the phase shift must be solved numerically. In the y → ∞ limit, one finds a
phase shift θ(1)(y → ∞|ydec,X) that decreases with increasing ydec,X . This is shown in the
left panel of Figure 1.
The solutions we have here are only valid in the radiation-dominated era. We can nev-
ertheless get a good estimate of the shift in peak locations at CMB multipole ` by associating
anisotropies at ` with dγ evaluated at k = `/dLSS and τ = τdec,
δ`(`|τdec,X) ≈ δ`(y = cγ`/dLSSτdec| ydec,X = cγ`/dLSSτdec,X)
≈ θ(1)(y = cγ`/dLSSτdec| ydec,X = cγ`/dLSSτdec,X)∆`
pi
, (2.58)
where τdec is the photon decoupling time and dLSS is the distance to the surface of last
scattering. The result for this estimate of δ`(`|τdec,X) for several values of τdec,X is shown in
the right panel of Figure 1. In the limit of early decoupling (e.g zdec,X → 109) we recover the
usual analytic result for the phase shift from the Standard Model neutrinos. From here on,
we use the term “neutrino-like species” to refer to species that decouple at zdec,X ∼ 109. For
later decoupling times, the amplitude of the phase shift is smaller and δ` develops a clear
peak around `dec,X ' pi/θdec,X ' pidLSS/cγτdec,X , which is the multipole corresponding to
the angular size of the sound horizon at zdec,X at the surface of last scattering. To compute
τdec,X and dLSS ' τ0−τdec, we adopt the cosmological parameters in Table 1 and ∆Neff = 1,
and the results are shown as the vertical lines in the right panel of Figure 1. Note that the
oscillations visible in Figure 1 here are artificially large because we have assumed that each
multipole ` is sourced by dγ at a single Fourier mode k = `/dLSS .
3 Numerical Computation of the Effects of Finite zdec,X
In the previous section we derived an analytic approximation for the phase shift due to the
decoupled species X, which was evaluated for various zdec,X , assuming a purely radiation
– 10 –
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Figure 1: Analytic calculations of the phase shift for a relativistic species that decouples
from dark interactions at finite zdec,X . (Left) The phase shift θ
(1)(y →∞|ydec,X) in units of
the fractional contribution of species X to the energy density X and the primordial spatial
curvature perturbation ζ. (Right) Estimate of the phase shift in the CMB power spectra as
a function of ` from Eq. (2.58) for ∆Neff = 1, corresponding to X = 0.118 (independent
of the values of other cosmological parameters). Different colors and thicknesses represent
different decoupling redshifts, zdec,X , the thicker lines refers to smaller zdec,X . The vertical
lines show the location of `dec,X '
√
3pidLSS/τdec,X of which the associated comoving scale
is equal to that of the sound horizon at zdec,X . We use the cosmological parameters in Table
1 with ∆Neff = 1 to evaluate dLSS ' τ0 − τdec and τdec.
CMB temperature Tcmb 2.7255
Baryon density Ωbh
2 0.0222
Cold dark matter density Ωch
2 0.1197
Angle of sound horizon at photon decoupling θs 0.010409
Optical depth τreio 0.06
Primordial scalar fluctuation amplitude As 2.196× 10−9
Pivot scale kp 0.05 Mpc
−1
Scalar spectral index ns 0.9655
Effective number of neutrino species Neff 3.046
Helium mass fraction Yp 0.24664
Table 1: Fiducial cosmological parameters adopted in this paper.
dominated universe and at the lowest order in X . In this section we shall study the effects of
finite zdec,X on the temperature and polarization power spectra using the Boltzmann solver
CLASS [56] that will not rely on the approximations of the previous section. We outline the
modification of CLASS to model the decoupled species in Section 3.1 and present the results
in Section 3.2. Throughout this Section, we adopt the Planck 2015 cosmological parameters
[1], which are summarized in Table 1.
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3.1 Modification of the Boltzmann Code for Decoupled Species
Let us start by introducing the Boltzmann hierarchy of species X in the synchronous gauge,
in which the usual Boltzmann codes such as CLASS and camb [59, 60] solve the set of equations.
The complete Boltzmann equation depends on the physics of the specific collision, but the
hierarchy for a massless species X can schematically be written as
F˙X,0 = −kFX,1 − 2
3
h˙ , F˙X,1 =
k
3
(FX,0 − 2FX,2) + κ˙XFX,1CX,1 , (3.1)
F˙X,2 =
k
5
(2FX,1 − 3FX,3) + 4
15
h˙+
8
5
η˙ + κ˙XFX,2CX,2 , (3.2)
F˙X,`≥3 =
k
2`+ 1
[`FX,`−1 − (`+ 1)FX,`+1] + κ˙XFX,`CX,` , (3.3)
where
FX(τ,~k, nˆ) ≡
∫
dqq2qδfX(q)∫
dqq2qf¯X(q)
=
∞∑
`=0
(−i)`(2`+ 1)FX,`(~k, τ)P`(µ) , (3.4)
h and η are the metric perturbations in the synchronous gauge [57], κ˙X is the opacity, and
CX,` is the collision term depending on the exact model of interest. For example, if we
consider the species X being dark photons interacting with the dark baryons (as proposed
by the Nnaturalness model which is discussed in detail in Section 4), then the collision term
would have the same form as the tightly-coupled photon-baryon plasma but with different
constants. Alternatively, if we consider the species X to be self-interacting, then the collision
term would follow the formalism presented in [29]. Here we do not specify the exact collision
term to keep the discussion general.
In the early universe before the decoupling of the species X, |κ˙X |  H and so only the
first two moments of the Boltzmann hierarchy survive. One can thus truncate the hierarchy
at ` = 1 and simplify to the fluid equation as
δ˙X = −4
3
θX − 2
3
h˙ , θ˙X =
k2
4
δX , (3.5)
where δX = FX,0 is the density perturbation and θX =
3
4kFX,1 is the velocity divergence. We
refer to X during this time as fluid-like. On the other hand, once X decouples, after which
we refer to it as a free-streaming particle, one has to solve the complete Boltzmann hierarchy
and truncate at some higher moment. Therefore, the primary difference between solving
the Boltzmann equation of the species X before and after its decoupling is the existence
of FX,`≥2. We shall use this characteristic to model species X which is fluid-like and free-
streaming before and after zdec,X .
We now present the specific changes to CLASS for computing the CMB peak location
changes caused by the decoupling of the species X. We use the ncdm feature in CLASS to
model the decoupled species X. We set the mass in the parameter file to be 10−8 eV, hence
X evolves effectively as a massless particle. Since ncdm particles are assumed to be fermions
in CLASS, we modify the corresponding distribution function in background.c to allow for
the calculation of bosons, such as for dark photons.
The ncdm particles are assumed to be a decoupled species such as neutrinos, so in
principle one has to solve their Boltzmann hierarchy. In order to accelerate the computation,
CLASS makes the ncdm fluid approximation [61] when kτ is greater than a given threshold,
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quantifying how deep the mode is in horizon. Specifically, the equations of the ncdm fluid
approximation are given by
δ˙ncdm = −(1 + wncdm)
(
θncdm +
h˙
2
)
− 3H(c2ncdm − wncdm)δncdm , (3.6)
θ˙ncdm = −H
(
1− 3c2ncdm
)
θncdm +
c2ncdm
1 + wncdm
k2δncdm − k2σncdm , (3.7)
σ˙ncdm = −3
[
1
τ
+H
(
2
3
− c2ncdm −
1
3
Pncdm
Pncdm
)]
σncdm +
4
3
c2vis,ncdm
1 + wncdm
(
2θncdm + h˙
)
, (3.8)
where σncdm is the shear stress, Pncdm is the pseudo pressure given by
Pncdm ≡ 4pi
3
1
a4
∫
dqf¯ncdm(q)
q6
3ncdm
, (3.9)
and cvis,ncdm is the viscosity parametrizing the shear stress. As a result, the code effectively
computes only the evolution of the first three moments of the Boltzmann hierarchy. Note
that if the species is fluid-like, then the absence of the anisotropic stress causes the shear
stress to be zero. Thus, in [48] the fluid-like particle is modeled by setting the viscosity to be
zero under the CLASS ncdm fluid approximation, i.e. Eq. (3.6)-Eq. (3.8), and the equations
for massless particles (hence wncdm = c
2
ncdm = 1/3 and ncdm = q) reduce to the fluid equations,
i.e. Eq. (3.5). This is equivalent to setting Fncdm,`≥2 = 0. On the other hand, if the species
is free-streaming, then the shear stress and so the viscosity are non-zero.
For a more precise calculation of the evolution of a species that behaves as a fluid
first and then starts free-streaming at zdec,X , we force CLASS to solve the Boltzmann hi-
erarchy for the ncdm particles without adopting the ncdm fluid approximation by setting
ncdm fluid trigger tau over tau k = 108. The exact calculation depends on the collision
terms, but they are only important for a short period of time as |κ˙X |  H for fluid hence
effectively only the first two moments of the Boltzmann hierarchy survive and |κ˙X |  H for
free-streaming particle. To simplify the calculation, we assume that decoupling at zdec,X can
be modeled by multiplying Fncdm,`≥2 by
f(z) =
1
2
[
tanh
(zdec,X − z)
∆z
+ 1
]
, (3.10)
where ∆z characterizes the width of the decoupling. Therefore, in the limit that z  zdec,X ,
f(z) → 0 and so Fncdm,`≥2 = 0 for the fluid-like species. On the other hand, in the limit
z  zdec,X f(z) → 1, Fncdm,`≥2 evolve according to the dynamics of the species, which
now contain the anisotropic stress as the decoupling happens at zdec,X . Since all moments
are coupled via the Boltzmann hierarchy, this captures the evolution of the free-streaming
particles.
We first test the modification for the fluid-like particle. We adopt the fiducial cosmo-
logical parameters in Table 1 with Neff = 2.046 for the neutrino-like particle and one ncdm
particle with the temperature accounting for Neff = 1. We compare the unlensed CMB
power spectra computed by setting cvis,ncdm = 0 as used in [48] to our fluid approximation
of Eq. (3.10) with zdec,X = −109, hence effectively Fncdm,`≥2 = 0 at all time. The results
are shown in the left panel of Figure 2, and we find that the fractional differences for both
TT and EE are less than 0.002% for ` ≤ 5000. We next test the modification for the free-
streaming particle with the fiducial cosmology. We compare the unlensed CMB power spectra
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Figure 2: Test of our fluid approximation, i.e. Eq. (3.10), in the two limiting cases. (Left)
Fractional difference of the unlensed CMB power spectra in the presence of a fluid-like particle
with Neff = 1 between our fluid approximation with zdec,X = −109 and the one adopted in
[48] with cvis,ncdm = 0. The red solid and blue dashed lines show TT and EE power spectra.
(Right) Fractional difference of the unlensed CMB power spectra of Neff = 2.046 and a
neutrino-like particle with Neff = 1 between our fluid approximation and Neff = 3.046 with
CLASS ncdm fluid approximation. The red solid and green long dashed lines show TT and EE
power spectra of our fluid approximation, whereas the blue dashed and magenta dot-dashed
lines show those of no fluid approximation, i.e. solving the Boltzmann hierarchy.
computed by setting Neff = 3.046 to those with Neff = 2.046 and one ncdm particle that
decouples at zdec,X = 10
9 with a temperature defined to give Neff = 1. The results are
shown as the red solid (TT) and green long dashed (EE) lines in the right panel of Figure 2.
We find that the fractional differences are less than 0.04% on all scales, and the difference
is mainly driven by the CLASS ncdm fluid approximation. Namely, if we turn off the ncdm
fluid approximation and compute the complete Boltzmann hierarchy, we find that the results,
shown as the blue dashed and magenta dot-dashed lines, are in perfect agreement with our
fluid approximation. Note that while both tests show the fractional differences are at most
0.04%, for a more consistent comparison in the rest of this paper we shall always use our
fluid approximation and change only the decoupling redshift.
We stress that our fluid approximation is a simplified picture because it is only exact
in the two limiting conditions. Specifically, at early times when |κ˙X |  H only Fncdm,`≤1
survive and at late times when |κ˙X |  H the collision term plays a little role in the evolution
of Fncdm,`, but when |κ˙X | ∼ H the evolution depends on the specific model of the collision.
However, usually the opacity κ˙X is a steep function so there is only a narrow window that
the collision term will affect the evolution of FX,`. To test the convergence of instantaneous
decoupling we compute the CMB power spectra using our fluid approximation for a neutrino-
like particle with Neff = 2.046 and one ncdm particle with Neff = 1 that decouples at zdec,X
for various ∆z. In Figure 3, we compare the results for zdec,X = 10000 (left) and 4000 (right)
with ∆z/zdec,X = 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1, and the fractional differences between ∆z/zdec,X =
(0.1, 0.001) and (0.01,0.001) are less than 0.2% and 0.01% for ` ≤ 5000, respectively. We find
that the results converge with smaller ∆z, and to avoid the sensitivity of the result to ∆z,
we will fix ∆z = 0.01zdec,X in the rest of this paper.
We also test the sensitivity of the CMB power spectra to whether the ncdm particle
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Figure 3: Fractional difference of the CMB power spectra computed with our fluid ap-
proximation for one ncdm particle with Neff = 1 decouples at zdec,X = 10000 (left) and
4000 (right) between various ∆z/zdec,X and ∆z/zdec,X = 0.001. The red solid and green
long dashed lines show ∆z/zdec,X = 0.1 for TT and EE, whereas the blue dot-dashed and
magenta dashed lines show ∆z/zdec,X = 0.01 for TT and EE.
is bosonic or fermionic, and we find that as long as the temperature is set so that the
corresponding Neff is the same, the CMB power spectra are not affected by the nature of
the ncdm particle. In the following we fix the decoupled species X to be bosonic.
3.2 Results
In this section we use the modified version of CLASS to compute the unlensed CMB tempera-
ture and polarization power spectra in the universe with an additional radiation component
X.
In Figure 4, the EE power spectra are plotted for a range of zdec,X and ∆Neff values.
All other cosmological parameters are held fixed with the values given in Table 1. As ∆Neff
increases the mean radiation density increases, which changes the matter-radiation equality
time, the early integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect, and the sound horizon and damping scales
[47, 62]. These effects from changes to the mean radiation density do not depend on zdec,X
and are common to each panel. The differences between the panels with different zdec,X and
common Neff values are caused by the differences in the behavior of the perturbations in the
relativistic species, whether they are fluid-like, neutrino-like, or transition from one to the
other. As discussed in Section 2.3, once X decouples the amplitude of photon perturbations
is suppressed and a phase shift is induced in the power spectrum. In Figure 4, the dominant
effect that is visibly different between panels with different zdec,X values is the decrease in
amplitude of the power spectra for earlier decoupling times.
We next study the phase shift between power spectra with fixed ∆Neff = 1 and different
zdec,X . We define the shift via changes of the peak locations δ` ≡ `fl−`(zdec,X), where `fl and
`(zdec,X) are the multipoles of the power spectra peaks for ∆Neff = 1 caused by a fluid-like
species and a species decoupling at zdec,X , respectively. To determine the peak locations,
we identify the local maxima of the power spectrum using spline interpolation, and we find
eight and thirteen peaks in TT and EE power spectra, respectively. Note that we study δ`
of the unlensed power spectra rather than the lensed ones because lensing smears the power
spectrum, reducing our ability to locate the peaks [48, 63].
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Figure 4: The unlensed EE power spectra for several values of zdec,X and Neff . Each panel
shows a fixed value of zdec,X and three different Neff values. From top left to bottom right we
show a neutrino-like species (zdec,X = 10
9), zdec,X = 15000, zdec,X = 8000, and a species that
never decouples (fluid). The red solid, blue dashed, and black dot-dashed lines correspond
to Neff=3.046, 4.046 and 5.046, respectively. The curve with Neff=3.046 is without the
extra species X that decouples at zdec,X and is the same in every panel. The vertical axis
`(`+ 1)C`/2pi is in units of µK
2.
Figure 5 shows δ` for the TT (blue triangle) and EE (red circle) power spectra. The
vertical magenta lines represent the multipole moment at which the associated comoving scale
is equal to that of the sound horizon at zdec,X , i.e. `dec,X '
√
3pidLSS/τdec,X . We display
various zdec,X with values decreasing from top left to bottom right panels. The neutrino-like
case is equivalent to the phase shift for a free-streaming particle that decouples at a very
early time, i.e. zdec,X → O(109).
The phase shifts between the TT and EE power spectra are in good agreement, although
their peaks are at different locations. This is because the multipole moments of the amplitude
of polarization anisotropy, ΘP,l, are proportional to d˙γ , hence the polarization experiences
the same phase shift as the temperature anisotropy [46, 48]. We also find that δ` depends
strongly on zdec,X . Specifically, for zdec,X > 20000 the phase shift is nearly constant at high-
`, which is in qualitative agreement with the standard result for neutrinos [47–49]. On the
other hand, for zdec,X ≤ 15000 (corresponding to `dec,X ≤ 3000), δ` peaks at around `dec,X
and decreases for ` > `dec,X . This trend is in good agreement with the analytic study shown
in Figure 2 and can be understood as the result of decreasing θ(1)(ydec|ydec,X) in Eq. (2.46)
with increasing ydec,X . The magnitude of δ` shown in Figure 5 is, however, smaller than the
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Figure 5: The phase shift δ` of the TT (blue triangle) and EE (red circle) power spectra
between cosmologies with an additional fluid-like species and a decoupling species X with
zdec,X decreasing from top left to bottom right panel. We fix the additional species ∆Neff = 1
so the difference in the phase shift is completely caused by variations in zdec,X . The magenta
line shows the position of the multipole `dec,X of which the associated comoving scale is equal
to that of the sound horizon at zdec,X .
analytic prediction by about 40−50% for zdec,X ≤ 15000. Previous works studying the phase
shift from free-streaming neutrinos (e.g. [47, 49]) have also noted that the analytic calculation
in Section 2.2 and 2.3 over-predicts the phase shift, in that case by ∼ 20%. A large part of
the discrepancy is due to the assumption of radiation domination in the analytic calculation.
We attribute the larger discrepancy seen here for lower zdec,X to the fact that the radiation-
dominated approximation is significantly worse as zdec,X gets closer to zeq. In particular, if
species X decouples too late, radiation density does not dominate the gravitational potentials
and the anisotropic stress generated after zdec,X will have small impact on the evolution of
Φ±.
The strong dependence of the overall amplitude of the power spectra and the phase
shift δ` on zdec,X shown in Figures 4 and 5 demonstrates that the CMB has the power to
constrain properties of the decoupled species X. In principle not only can the energy density
of X be probed by the magnitude of δ`, but zdec,X can be determined from the angular
scale of the largest phase shift, i.e. the ` of the maximum δ`, and the relative heights of
the peaks seen in Figure 4. Since the decoupling time and temperature are closely related
to the nature and strength of non-gravitational interactions of X, our result is potentially
a useful tool for identifying candidates of new radiation from different BSM models. The
potential to constrain zdec,X , however, will require that the particle X decouples late enough
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that the effects of finite zdec,X are visible in the observable `-range of CMB, but not so late
that matter dominates the energy budget of the universe and perturbations in X plays a
little role in determining the CMB.
4 An Example from Nnaturalness
In the previous sections we discussed the effects of a species that decouples at intermediate
redshifts on the CMB power spectra. In this section we present one of the possible models,
Nnaturalness [30], that can produce a light degree of freedom X satisfying the following
three features:
• X does not belong to the Standard Model particle contents;
• X contributes additional relativistic energy density, ∆Neff ;
• X becomes a free-streaming particle at zdec,X ∼ O(103) with the sound speed cX >
cγ ≈ 1/
√
3 before photons decouple in our sector.
We shall summarize the key physics of Nnaturalness for different sectors with negative Higgs
mass squared in Section 4.1 (see [30] for details). In Section 4.2 we focus on calculating the
decoupling redshifts of photons from these additional sectors, which do not interact non-
gravitationally with the substances in our sector. In Section 4.3, we provide a numerical
calculation for a specific set of parameters in Nnaturalness as an example. We stress that
Nnaturalness is just one possible model for a species that can decouple at z ∼ 103−104. For
another example, see [29, 54] in which self-interacting neutrinos with decoupling redshifts
∼ O(103)−O(104) were considered.
4.1 Properties of Different Sectors
In Nnaturalness, N copies of our Standard Model with the same gauge groups and elementary
particles are introduced to solve the hierarchy problem. Each sector is labeled with an index
i and differentiated only by the different values of the Higgs mass squared
(m2H)i = −
Λ2H
N
(2i+ r) , (4.1)
where Λ2H is UV cut-off for the diverging Higgs mass correction, and r is the fine-tuning
parameter to satisfy (m2H)us = −(88 GeV)2 in our own sector, which is assigned to i = 0.
Since (m2H)i < 0 holds, we can expect spontaneous breaking of electroweak symmetry for
i ≥ 0 sectors. The larger sector index implies a greater vacuum expectation value (vev) of the
Higgs field and thus the particle masses increase with the sector index i ≥ 0. While particles
in different sectors do not interact with each other, apart from gravitational interactions,
they each contribute to the matter and radiation energy density of the universe. Moreover,
the presence of photons and baryons in other sectors will cause a part of the radiation energy
density from those sectors to be tightly-coupled and fluid-like until photon decoupling occurs
in those sectors. As we shall see, the leading few sectors with light Higgs vev will affect the
evolution of the CMB in our sector gravitationally. The ∆Neff visible in the CMB will then
have contributions from i ≥ 1.
After inflation ends, the reheaton populates the particle contents in each sector through
its decay. If each sector is equally reheated, then the model is inconsistent with the current
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constraint on ∆Neff since ∆Neff ∼ N . Thus, this requires the model to have a mechanism
to dominantly reheat only the first few sectors. The simplest model for a scalar reheaton φ
to accomplish this is
Lφ ⊃ −a˜φ
∑
i
H2i −
1
2
m2φφ
2 , (4.2)
where a˜ is a dimensionful coupling and Hi is the Higgs field in the i
th sector. Note that we
only focus on the scalar reheaton, but the fermionic reheaton has also been considered in
[30]. For sufficiently light reheaton (mφ  |mHi | for all i ≥ 0), the most important reheaton
decay operator for sectors with i ≥ 0 is
Lν 6=0φ ∼ a˜yf
νi
m2hi
φfif
c
i , (4.3)
where for the ith sector, mhi is the physical Higgs particle mass after electroweak symmetry
breaking (EWSB), νi is the Higgs vev after EWSB, fi and f
c
i are the fermion matter field
and its conjugate, and yf is the common Yukawa coupling associated with the fermion field
f (the model assumes the same Yukawa structure for all sectors). The resulting fermion
produced via Eq. (4.3) must satisfy 2mfi ≤ mφ, and we define the largest sector index
fulfilling this condition as Nf . Therefore, if the reheaton mass is around the electroweak
scale, the reheaton would decay to bottom quarks for the first few sectors with i ≤ Nb, and
to charm quarks when 2mb,i > mφ for the rest of the sectors with i ≤ Nc (Nb < Nc). Sectors
of i > Nc with 2mc,i > mφ make a negligible contribution to the cosmological observables
because the Yukawa couplings are small for up, down, and strange quarks relative to bottom
quark, (yu,d,s/yb)
2 ≤ 6.25× 10−4 so their decay width is also very small. For this reason, we
restrict our analysis to sectors with i ≤ Nc.
Following [30], we assume that the contribution to energy densities of additional sectors
due to scattering with our sector is negligible so that we can assume that energy density of
the ith sector is mainly sourced by the reheaton decay. Thus, we can estimate the energy
density ratio ρi/ρus by comparing the amount of energy deposited to the i
th sector to ours,
using the decay width from Eq. (4.3). Specifically, as mhi ∝ νi after EWSB, the ratio of
energy densities at reheating (a = aRH) is
ER(i, r) ≡ ρi
ρus
(aRH) =
(
yqi
yqus
)2 ν2us
ν2i
=
(
yqi
yqus
)2 (m2H)us
(m2H)i
=
(
yqi
yqus
)2 −Λ2HN (r)
−Λ2HN (2i+ r)
=
(
yqi
yqus
)2 r
2i+ r
, (4.4)
where yqi is the Yukawa coupling of the heaviest quark in the i
th sector which satisfies
2mqi ≤ mφ. With the parameter r we can numerically evaluate the energy density ratio.
Note that ER(i = 0, r) = 1, and ER(i, r) decreases with increasing i, so that higher sectors
receive less energy from reheaton decay.
In order to avoid large thermal corrections to the Higgs mass that would change the
branching ratios between different sectors, the maximum temperature achieved after inflation
must be below the electroweak scale. As in [30], we assume that the reheating temperature
in our sector is Tus(aRH) = TRH ' 100 GeV (note, however, that it is possible to have
a separation of scales between the maximum temperature after inflation and the reheating
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temperature [64]). Once the reheaton populates the particle contents in all sectors, each
sector evolves with an initial temperature Ti(aRH).
To determine the radiation density and particle content in our sector at the end of
reheating we use the following criteria. If the mass of a particle m > 6T , then we assume
that the particle state is not populated since T ∼ m/6 is the threshold at which 80% of the
species of mass m will have self-annihilated. This leads to the energy density of our sector
at aRH to be ρus(aRH) = 106.75× pi230T 4RH . Using the energy density ratio, ER(i, r), we have
the energy density of a sector i at aRH to be
ρi(aRH) = ER(i, r)ρus(aRH) = ER(i, r)
[
106.75× pi
2
30
T 4RH
]
, (4.5)
and assuming that the sector i is fully radiation dominated we get its temperature
Ti(aRH) =
[
ER(i, r)
106.75
g∗,i(aRH)
]1/4
(100 GeV) , (4.6)
where g∗,i = Nb,i + 78Nf,i. To obtain g∗,i, we start from g∗,i = 106.75 since all sectors have
the same particle contents as the Standard Model in our sector and compute Ti(aRH). If
Ti(aRH) > mt,i/6 for the top quark in the i
th sector, then g∗,i = 106.75 is the correct counting;
otherwise we integrate out the top quark and the heaviest relativistic particle becomes the
physical Higgs particle. Then we have g∗,i = 106.75− 78×3×2×2 = 96.25, we can recompute
Ti(aRH) and compare it to mh,i/6. Continuing this process, one eventually arrives at Ti(aRH)
greater than 1/6 of mass of the heaviest relativistic particle for the sector. We have checked
that the observable quantities, ∆Neff,i and zdec,i, computed in the following subsection are
only weakly sensitive to the particular choice of the temperature threshold, T > m/6, used
to determine whether a particle of mass m is present at temperature T .
4.2 Photon Decoupling Redshift in Different Sectors
In the early universe, photons in each sector with light enough Higgs mass are tightly coupled
to their baryons through Thomson scattering as the ordinary photon-baryon plasma in our
sector. While these photons contribute to ∆Neff , they therefore behave as fluid-like particles
since the anisotropic stress is suppressed by the frequent scattering. As the universe expands,
the photon temperature decreases and the baryon density drops, so at some point photons
in sector i would decouple from their own fermions and baryons and start free-streaming. If
this happens earlier than the last scattering of CMB (zdec,us ∼ 1100) in our sector, then the
presence of the anisotropic stress due to decoupled photons in ith sector induces the phase
and amplitude shift to the acoustic oscillations discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
The temperature of photon decoupling for a sector i, Tdec,i = Ti(adec,i), can be estimated
by the Saha equations as [65][
1−Xe,i(a)
Xe,i(a)2
]
equilibrium
=
2ζ(3)
pi2
ηi
(
2piTi(a)
me,i
)3/2
eBH,i/Ti(a) , (4.7)
where Xe,i is the fraction of free electrons, ηi is the baryon-to-photon ratio, me,i is the electron
mass, and BH,i is the hydrogen binding energy of the sector i. Note that the Saha equation
actually gives the recombination temperature of photons, but for simplicity we approximate
the temperature of recombination and decoupling to be the same. We define the decoupling
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of photons in sector i to be the time when Xe,i(adec,i) = 1/2 is reached. Using Eq. (4.1), we
have the electron mass and hydrogen binding energy in the sector i as
me,i =
√
2i+ r
r
me,us , BH,i =
√
2i+ r
r
BH,us . (4.8)
Defining Ai ≡ Tdec,i[r/(2i+ r)]1/2, we can simplify Eq. (4.7) to be
2 =
2ζ(3)
pi2
ηi
(
2pi
me,us
)3/2
A
3/2
i e
BH,us/Ai . (4.9)
For simplicity we assume the same baryon-to-photon ratio ηi = ηus = 5.5× 10−10 for sectors
with 0 ≤ i ≤ Nc as ours.4 With this value for ηi, the numerical solution yields Ai ≈ 0.3232 eV,
or equivalently
Tdec,i = 0.3232
√
2i+ r
r
eV . (4.10)
We see that for ηi = ηus, photon decoupling in the other sectors generically occurs earlier
than in our own sector. Further, we note that the value of Ai and therefore Tdec,i is very
weakly sensitive to ηi. For instance, for ηi = 10
−15, Ai = 0.252eV, while for ηi = 10−6,
Ai = 0.4187eV. Large changes in ηi therefore only change Tdec,i by a small amount so that
Tdec,i remains relatively close to Tdec,us for small i and r ∼ O(0.1).
To compute the photon decoupling redshift, we use the conservation of entropy to write
g∗s,i(adec,i)T 3dec,ia
3
dec,i = g∗s,i(aRH)Ti(aRH)
3a3RH , (4.11)
where g∗s,i is the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom for entropy in a sec-
tor and is equal to g∗,i when all the relativistic species are in thermal equilibrium at the
same temperature in the sector. Since neutrinos decouple prior to electron-positron annihi-
lation and photon recombination5, the photon temperature increases relative to the neutrino
temperature after electron-positron annihilation in all sectors with i ≥ 0. Therefore, we
4If one assumes a certain source of a lepton asymmetry for each sector within the model and the lepton
asymmetry is distributed amongst the sectors as the energy density is distributed, we expect conversion of the
lepton asymmetry to the baryon asymmetry to be less efficient than ours for sectors with i ≥ 1. As we will see
in Section 4.3, both Ti(aRH) < TRH and MW,i > MW,us hold due to increasing Higgs vev for i ≥ 1. Since the
transition rate between vacua of different baryon or lepton numbers induced by the sphaleron is proportional
to exp(−Msph/T ) where Msph is the sphaleron’s mass and Msph ∼MW [66], a greater exponential suppression
is expected for the conversion of the lepton asymmetry to the baryon asymmetry for sectors with i ≥ 1 when
compared to ours. Nonetheless, we assume ηi = ηus for the leading few sectors with 0 ≤ i ≤ Nc in computing
Tdec,i in Eq. (4.10) for simplicity.
5The neutrino interaction rate of the ith sector is Γi ∼ G2F,iT 5i , where GF,i ∼ αW /M2W,i is the Fermi
constant, MW,i is the mass of W boson, and αW = g
2
EW /(4pi) is the coupling constant. Assuming that the
Hubble expansion is dominated by the radiation in our sector, H ∼ T 2us/Mpl, and neutrinos decouple when
Γi ≈ H. Using Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.6) and MW,i =
√
(2i+ r)/rMW,us, we have
T 3ν,i =
1
G2F,iMpl
(
Tus
Ti
)2
=
M4W,i
α2WMpl
yqus
yqi
√
2i+ r
r
√
g∗,i
g∗,us
= T 3ν,us
yqus
yqi
(
2i+ r
r
)5/2√
g∗,i
g∗,us
, (4.12)
where T 3ν,us = M
4
W,us/(α
2
WMpl) ' (1 MeV)3 is the cube of the neutrino decoupling temperature of our sector.
From Eq. (4.8), we have
Tν,i
me,i
=
Tν,us
me,us
(
yqus
yqi
)1/3(
2i+ r
r
)1/3(
g∗,i
g∗,us
)1/6
'
(
yqus
yqi
)1/3(
2i+ r
r
)1/3(
26 · g∗,i
g∗,us
)1/6
, (4.13)
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have g∗s,i(adec,i) = 2 + 78 × 2 × Neff × ( 411) = 3.94 with Neff = 3.046. On the other
hand, g∗s,i(aRH) = g∗,i(aRH) in the early universe. From Eq. (4.10) we can determine
adec,us = 7.26 × 10−4, which, in combination with Eq. (4.11) and the assumed reheating
temperature in our sector TRH,us = 100GeV, gives aRH = 7.82× 10−16. We then have
adec,i =
1
1 + zdec,i
=
[
g∗,i(aRH)
3.94
]1/3 [Ti(aRH)
Tdec,i
]
aRH (4.14)
= 4.92× 10−4g∗,i(aRH)1/12
√
yqi
yqus
(
r
2i+ r
)3/4
. (4.15)
Note that the value of zdec in our sector from above is zdec,us = 1376, different from the
standard value of z ≈ 1100. This difference is because we are making the approximation that
photon decoupling and recombination occur simultaneously, and more importantly because
we are using the Saha equation to compute the recombination time, rather than imple-
menting, e.g. the three-level atom or a more complete treatment of the non-equilibrium
recombination physics (see, e.g. [67–70]). A more detailed treatment of recombination in
other sectors would be interesting, but is beyond the scope of this paper.
4.3 An Example of zdec,i
Let us now numerically compute the decoupling redshifts for the ith sector for (mφ, r) =
(10 GeV, 0.5) as an example. The results for i ≤ 3 are summarized in Table 2.
We first compute the threshold sectors by solving the largest integer satisfying
Nb ≤ r
(
m2φ
8m2b,us
− 1
2
)
, Nc ≤ r
(
m2φ
8m2c,us
− 1
2
)
, (4.16)
and this leads to Nb = 0 and Nc = 3 for mb,us ' 4.18 GeV and mc,us ' 1.29 GeV. Following
the procedure presented at the end of Section 4.1, we first find the heaviest relativistic particle
to be the Z boson in the first sector and the bottom quark in sectors with i = 2, 3. This is
shown in the second column of Table 2.
We next compute the photon properties in the ith sector. We first count the effective
number of relativistic degrees of freedom using the heaviest relativistic particle in each sec-
tor. Assuming Tus(aRH) = 100 GeV, we compute the temperature at the i
th sector at the
reheating time, Ti(aRH), using Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.6) in each sector. Since we assume the
Yukawa structure is identical for all sectors, we have
yq0<i≤Nb
yqus
=
yb
yb
= 1 ,
yqNb<i≤Nc
yqus
=
yc
yb
≈ 0.31 . (4.17)
The photon decoupling temperature in each sector, Tdec,i, can be calculated using Eq. (4.10).
With Ti(aRH) and Tdec,i, we obtain the photon decoupling redshift zdec,i using Eq. (4.14).
The values of zdec,i calculated in this way are given in Table 2.
6
where Tν,us/me,us ' 2. For a radiation-dominated sector before neutrino decoupling, g∗,i ≥ 2 because at
least photons are relativistic and g∗,i ≤ g∗,us = 106.75, so the last term in Eq. (4.13) is greater than unity. In
addition, yqus > yqi for i ≥ 1, hence Tν,i > me,i > BH,i. We find that for any sectors with i ≥ 1 neutrinos
decouple earlier than both electron-positron annihilation and photon recombination.
6Recall that we are making the approximation that recombination and decoupling occur at the same time.
To confirm that photons in the other sectors remain tightly coupled to baryons until their recombination
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sector heaviest relativistic particle g∗,i Ti(aRH) [GeV] Tdec,i [eV] zdec,i Neff,i `dec,i
0 (us) top quark 106.75 100 0.3232 1376 N.A. 325
1 Z boson 95.25 38.22 0.7227 8349 0.081 1511
2 bottom quark 86.25 33.83 0.9696 13083 0.044 2300
3 bottom quark 86.25 30.86 1.1653 17238 0.030 2991
Table 2: The properties of sectors of i ≤ 3 for (mφ, r) = (10 GeV, 0.5). The second column
shows the heaviest relativistic particle, and the third to eighth columns show respectively
the values of g∗,i, Ti(aRH) in GeV, Tdec,i in eV, zdec,i, Neff,i and `dec,i. The decoupled
photons from the sectors with 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 contribute a total of ∆Neff = 0.155. Note that
the decoupling redshift for our sector differs from the standard value of 1100 because we are
performing a simpler calculation to estimate the decoupling time (for details see Sec. 4.2).
Since Ti ∝ 1/a after electron-positron annihilation, we can calculate the photon tem-
perature of each sector at our last-scattering surface, Ti(adec,us), using Tdec,i and zdec,i. We
then compute Neff,i due to the decoupled photons from i
th sector following Eq. (1.2), and
we find that Neff,i adds up to 0.155 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.7 Assuming ∆Neff ' 0.155, we compute
`dec,i '
√
3pidLSS/τdec,i with zdec,us = 1376 and our fiducial cosmology in Table 1. The third
to the eighth columns of Table 2 show the numerical values of g∗,i, Ti(aRH) in GeV, Tdec,i in
eV, zdec,i, Neff,i and `dec,i.
An interesting aspect of the result is presence of sectors that produce zdec,X ∼ O(103−
104). The decoupled photons from these sectors will induce the amplitude suppression and
the `-dependent peak location change of the CMB power spectra, and the effect lies in the
range that is observable by the upcoming CMB experiments. Since the size of the effect is
proportional to the energy density of the decoupled photons and Neff,i decreases rapidly for
i ≥ 4, only the first few sectors are relevant for the cosmological observables. The photons
from the listed sectors in Table 2 decouple later than z = 18000, hence their anisotropic
stress will change the acoustic peaks of the CMB power spectrum in terms of both amplitude
and phase, with the largest phase shift appearing at `dec,i. We set (mφ, r) = (10 GeV, 0.5) to
perform the numerical calculation as an example, but there are other choices in the parameter
time we compute the mean free path of photons in the ith sector at that time and compare that to the
Hubble radius. The mean free path is given by λmfp = 1/(neσT ) where ne is the electron number density and
σT = (8piα
2
em)/(3m
2
e) is Thompson cross section. Using Eq. (4.8), Eq. (4.10), and Eq. (4.15) one finds
λmfp,i ∼ ηus
ηi
(
Tγ,us
Tγ,i
)3(
2i+ r
r
)
λmfp,us ∼ ηus
ηi
[
106.75
g∗,i(aRH)
]1/4(
yq,us
yq,i
)3/2(
2i+ r
r
)7/4
λmfp,us , (4.18)
where we have assumed the number density of free electrons is approximately the number density of baryons
so that ne ∼ ηnγ ∼ ηT 3γ . For ηi ∼ ηus, the mean free path of photons in other sectors is typically larger
than the one in our sector. Using nγ,us|a=1 ' 400 cm−3, σT ' 6.65× 10−25 cm2 and nγ ∼ a−3, we find that
λmfp,i|a=adec,i ∼ O(0.1c/H|a=adec,i) for sectors i = 1, 2, 3. Photons in the extra sectors with i = 1, 2, 3 are
therefore coupled to baryons until zdec,is in Table 2 are reached. For comparison the same calculation for our
sector gives λmfp,us|a=adec,us ∼ 0.01c/H|a=adec,us . We note that this difference between λmfp,us and λmfp,i is
more sensitive to ηi than zdec,i and the larger mean free path can potentially create additional signatures in
the CMB power spectra that we do not explore here.
7By estimating Tν,i(a = 1) from Eq. (4.6), (4.12) and aRH ' 0.782 × 10−15, one can calculate dark
neutrino’s contribution to ∆Neff , which turns out to be 4% of dark photon’s contribution for our choice
of parameters (mφ, r) = (10 GeV, 0.5). The contributions read 0.0031, 0.0019, 0.0013 for i = 1, 2 and 3,
respectively. We neglect dark neutrino’s contributions for estimating ∆Neff due to additional sectors here
because it is hard for those to make any significant change in shift of phase and amplitude of CMB.
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space consistent with the ∆Neff constraint. Different choices will lead to different values of
zdec,i and thus different effects on the CMB power spectrum. This thus allows a direct test
for the existence of such decoupled photons in other sectors and their decoupling time, and
hence a constraints on the parameter space of Nnaturalness model.
We note that if a fraction of the dark matter is made up of the matter components of
additional sectors, then the Nnaturalness model becomes a class of partially interacting dark
matter (PIDM) model. In [25], the authors studied cosmologies with massless dark photons
of U(1)D interacting with dark atoms and noted that these scenarios would produce a “dark
acoustic oscillation” (DAO) feature in the matter power spectrum and correlation function.
Applying the logic from [25] to Nnaturalness, we expect that there must be analogues of the
usual BAO feature in each other sector due to the tight coupling between the matter and
photons in extra sectors. The characteristic scales of the DAO of additional sectors are smaller
than the BAO scale in our sector and decrease with the sector index i ≥ 1 because an earlier
decoupling implies a smaller corresponding sound horizon at decoupling. As a result, the
DAO bumps in the galaxy correlation function will appear at smaller scales. For parameters
ΣDAO ≡ αD(BD/eV )−1(mD/GeV )−1/6 ≥ 10−3, ξ ≡ TD,dec/TCMB|z=0 ≥ 0.2, it was shown
that fint ≡ ρint/ρDM can be at most 5% while the constraint becomes weakened greatly
for the smaller ΣDAO [25]. Here αD is the dark fine structure constant, BD is the binding
energy of dark atom, mD is the mass of dark atom, TD,dec is the decoupling temperature of
dark photon and ρint is the energy density of the PIDM. In the context of the Nnaturalness
model, however, it turns out that the additional sectors with i ≥ 1 yields ΣDAO . O(10−4)
and this quantity decreases with the index i. So current large-scale structure data does not
place significant constraints on the Nnaturalness model. Additionally, in [71] the authors
studied the gravitational waves produced by the black holes formed by dark atoms. They
demonstrated that it is possible to constrain the dark atom mass, which can be translated
into constraints on the Nnaturalness parameters, by future experiment such as Advanced
LIGO and Einstein Telescope. It would be interesting to explore synergies between future
DAO and CMB power spectrum change due to dark radiation interacting with dark baryons,
as well as different observables generated by the dark sectors.
Lastly, we will comment on dark radiation’s effect on primordial gravitational waves.
In this paper, we have focused on scalar mode perturbations to the metric as in Eq. (2.2).
However, as was pointed out and studied in [72–79], non-zero anisotropic stresses will also
alter the dynamics of tensor perturbations. For a fixed non-zero tensor-to-scalar ratio, they
reduce the CMB B-mode polarization power spectrum beyond ` ' 200 as compared to the
case without free-streaming neutrinos. In view of this, we expect dark decoupled photons
from extra sectors in Nnaturalness model to also change CMB B-mode polarization power
spectrum. If primordial B-modes are observed, future experiments could therefore potentially
provide additional information about dark radiation and dark decoupling [14, 16, 17].
5 Forecast for a Stage IV CMB Experiment
Upcoming and future CMB experiments [14, 16, 17] will provide unprecedented measure-
ments of the CMB temperature and polarization power spectra, allowing an accurate char-
acterization of the small-scale acoustic features. As presented in Section 2 and Section 3,
a species that decouples at zdec,X ' O(103 − 104) changes the CMB temperature and po-
larization power spectra at ` . 5000 (see Figures 4 and 5). Therefore, the high resolution
CMB measurements can potentially probe the existence of the additional light relic beyond
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Additional decoupled species ∆Neff 1 0.334 0.084
Helium mass fraction (BBN) Y BBNp 0.259 0.251 0.248
Helium mass fraction (free) Y freep 0.192 0.228 0.242
Table 3: The fiducial values of helium fractions for three different ∆Neff when we fix
the helium fraction to agree with the BBN prediction (Y BBNp ) and or allow it to be a free
parameter but keep θD/θs fixed (Y
free
p ). See the text for detailed descriptions.
the Standard Model and constrain its decoupling time. In this section we shall explore the
detectability of the decoupled species for a Stage IV CMB (CMB-S4) experiment.
To forecast the expected constraint on zdec,X , we use the Fisher matrix as (see e.g. [80]
for a review)
Fij =
∑
`
∂~xT`
∂θi
C−1`
∂~x`
∂θj
, (5.1)
where ~x` = (C
TT
` , C
EE
` , C
TE
` ) is the data vector, C` is the covariance of ~x`, and ~θ is the
parameter vector. Since the measurement of the amplitude and peak location change relies
significantly on the determination of the acoustic features, we adopt the unlensed CMB
power spectrum as our data vector assuming that the operation of delensing can perfectly
recover the unsmeared peaks [81–84]. In the limit of very low noise, forecasts for the lensed
CMB, along with lensing power spectrum including the full lensing-induced non-Gaussian
covariance, approach forecasts that work with only the unlensed CMB [85]. For CMB-S4 we
include 30 ≤ ` ≤ 3000 for CTT` to account for foregrounds dominating at high ` and take
30 ≤ ` ≤ 5000 for CEE` and CTE` . Assuming that the data covariance is dominated by the
disconnected four-point function, the data covariance is given by
C
(
Cαβ` , C
γδ
`
)
=
1
(2`+ 1)fsky
[
(Cαγ` +N
αγ
` )(C
βδ
` +N
βδ
` ) + (C
αδ
` +N
αδ
` )(C
βγ
` +N
βγ
` )
]
,
(5.2)
where (α, β, γ, δ) ∈ {T,E}, fsky is the effective fractional area of the sky used, and Nαα` =
∆2α exp[`(` + 1)θ
2
b/(8 ln 2)] is the noise spectrum. Following [14], we set fsky = 0.4, the
instrumental noise ∆T = 1 µK-arcmin and ∆E =
√
2∆T , and the full-width half-maximum
of the beam θb = 1 arcmin. Following [14, 51], we impose a low-` prior from Planck data by
including CTT` data for 2 ≤ ` ≤ 29 and fsky = 0.8 with an additional Gaussian prior on τreio
with στreio = 0.01.
We consider the parameters ~θ = (Ωbh
2,Ωch
2, θs, τreio, As, ns,∆Neff , zdec,X , Yp). The
first six components take the fiducial values in Table 1, with the cosmic neutrino background
contributingNeff,ν = 3.046. We consider three values for the additional decoupled relativistic
species ∆Neff , ranging from completely consistent with the most recent Planck constraints to
∼ 4σ away, shown in Table 3. We consider various values of the decoupling redshift zdec,X ∼
O(103 − 104) to explore the constraining power for dark decoupling during the radiation-
dominated, matter-radiation equality, and matter-dominated regimes. For the helium mass
fraction, we consider two scenarios. First, we fix Y BBNp to be the BBN prediction for a given
choice of Ωbh
2 and Neff values [1]. Second, we allow Y
free
p to be a free parameter determined
from the data. In the second case, we adjust the fiducial values of Y freep for each fiducial value
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Figure 6: (Left) The forecasted fractional error in zdec,X , σzdec,X/zdec,X , as a function of
zdec,X . The solid lines show the constraints when Y
BBN
p is fixed by BBN while the dashed
lines show the constraints when Y freep is a free parameter. For a fixed zdec,X , the fractional
error in zdec,X is larger for smaller ∆Neff . For a fixed ∆Neff , as zdec,X increases, forecasted
error decreases up to zdec,X ' 10000 and then increases beyond zdec,X ' 10000. (Right)
The forecasted error on ∆Neff as a function of zdec,X with ∆Neff = 0.334. In the Y
BBN
p
case, the red solid line shows the constraint with zdec,X marginalized over while the green
dashed-dotted line shows the constraint with zdec,X fixed; in the Y
free
p case, the blue dashed
line shows the constraint with zdec,X marginalized over while the black dotted line shows
the constraint with zdec,X fixed. Marginalizing zdec,X has little impact on the constraints on
∆Neff .
of ∆Neff according to
Y freeP = 1− (1− YP )
[
aν +Neff,ν + ∆Neff
aν +Neff,ν
]0.56
, (5.3)
where Yp takes the fiducial value provided in Table 1. This choice keeps the ratio θD/θs fixed
as we vary the central value of Neff = 3.046 + ∆Neff , where θD is the angle subtended by
the Silk damping scale. We make this choice because the ratio is well-determined by current
data [62]. The values of the two choices of helium fractions are summarized in Table 3. In
total there are nine and eight components in ~θ of the Fisher matrix for the two scenarios.
To compute the derivatives of the data with respect to the parameters, we adopt the same
step sizes as used in [85] except for θs. For θs we take the step size to be 0.0025θs, which
is half of the step size taken in [85] because we find a better convergence. For zdec,X , we
take 0.025zdec,X as the step size. We have checked that for the zdec,X values we consider, our
results are not very sensitive to the step size in zdec,X for ∆zdec,X ∼< 0.1zdec,X .
The left panel of Figure 6 shows the forecasted error on zdec,X normalized by zdec,X ,
σzdec,X/zdec,X , as a function of zdec,X . For a fixed zdec,X , the fractional error on zdec,X is
larger for smaller values ∆Neff . A lower ∆Neff means a smaller fractional energy density
of the decoupled species with respect to the total energy density X , thus the effects of the
decoupled species are smaller and it is more difficult to constrain zdec,X . Interestingly, we
find a minimum in the fractional error on zdec,X around zdec,X ∼ 10000. We attribute the
existence of a minimum to two reasons. First, if zdec,X is too large then `dec,X falls outside the
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Figure 7: Two-dimensional joint constraints on ∆Neff and zdec,X for ∆Neff = 0.334. The
left and right panels display the contours of 95% C.L. for fixing Y BBNp to the BBN prediction
and varying Y freep as a free parameter, respectively. The red solid, green dashed, and blue
dot-dashed lines show zdec,X = 2000, 8000, and 15000, respectively.
range of ` probed by CMB-S4 so the `-dependent effects that provide information about zdec,X
are not part of the data. Second, as zdec,X decreases to values near matter radiation equality,
the effects of the perturbations in the relativistic species X are increasingly unimportant for
determining the CMB power spectra and therefore the physical effects of the decoupling of
X are not visible.
The right panel of Figure 6 shows the forecasted error on ∆Neff as a function zdec,X
for fiducial ∆Neff = 0.334. In the Y
BBN
p case, the constraints on ∆Neff are relatively
insensitive to the value of zdec,X , varying only at the 50% level with smaller values of zdec,X
resulting in tighter constraints on ∆Neff . In the Y
free
p case the constraints on ∆Neff vary
by as much as a factor of three depending on the value of zdec,X . For intermediate values
of zdec,X ∼ O(103 − 104), the dominant trend is for the forecasted constraints on ∆Neff to
increase as zdec,X increases or decreases relative to the best constrained value zdec,X ∼ 10000.
While not shown in the figure, we find that if all other parameters are held fixed then ∆Neff
is best constrained when zdec,X → zdec,ν for both Y BBNp and Y freep cases. Finally, we note
that for these intermediate values of zdec,X the constraints on ∆Neff are not very sensitive to
whether zdec,X is held fixed or treated as a free parameter. This demonstrates that there is
no loss of constraining power on ∆Neff when zdec,X is introduced as a parameter, hence we
advocate of inclusion of zdec,X for future analysis to probe not only the additional contribution
from the light relics but also their properties.
Figure 7 shows the two dimensional joint constraints (95% C.L.) on ∆Neff and zdec,X
for fiducial ∆Neff = 0.334. The left and right panels correspond to fixing the value of Y
BBN
p
for consistency with BBN and allowing Y freep to be an independent parameter, respectively.
The red solid, green dashed, and blue dot-dashed lines display zdec,X = 2000, 8000, and
15000, respectively. In all cases we find a relatively weak correlation between ∆Neff and
zdec,X . The weak correlation explains the small difference on the ∆Neff constraints between
fixing and marginalizing over zdec,X .
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For a CMB-S4 experiment, we find that for ∆Neff = 0.334, which is consistent with
the current constraint from the Planck using TT+lowP+BAO at the 68% confidence level
[1], the forecasted constraint on zdec,X is σzdec,X ≈ (0.05− 0.1)zdec,X for zdec,X & 5000. The
constraint degrades significantly for smaller zdec,X , or decoupling during eras when matter
dominates the energy budget of the universe. For a fixed fiducial value of zdec,X , the forecasted
constraints on zdec,X weaken as ∆Neff becomes smaller.
The constraints on ∆Neff and zdec,X will provide constraints on Nnaturalness model
parameters. In the implementation we have considered, the value of the reheaton mass mφ
determines what particles are produced in other sectors and therefore the total value of
∆Neff and the reheating temperature in the extra sectors. The fine-tuning parameter r, sets
the spacing between particle masses in our sector and other sectors, and therefore the binding
energies and the recombination temperature in other sectors. The combination of Tdec,i (set
by r) and Ti(aRH) (set by r and mφ) determine zdec,i. From Eq. (4.15), the uncertainty of r
can be expressed in terms of that of zdec as
σr =
2r(2i+ r)
3i
σzdec,i
zdec,i + 1
. (5.4)
From Figure 6, we see that CMB data are best at constraining decoupling times near zdec,X ∼
10000. Eq. (4.10) relates the decoupling temperature in the ith sector to r. For the concrete
example that we studied in Section 4.3, we forecast that zdec,i can be determined to roughly
10% for the additional sectors of i = 1, 2 and 3, which is converted into σr ' 0.07− 0.08 for
(mφ, r) = (10 GeV, 0.5) due to Eq. (5.4).
While we focus exclusively on the constraining power of CMB, the BAO of large-scale
structure data provides additional information in two specific aspects. First, BAO is sensitive
to ωb and ωc, hence helps break their degeneracies with Neff and improve the constraint on
∆Neff . However, due to the weak correlation between ∆Neff and zdec,X , the improvement
on the constraint on zdec,X is limited. Second, as presented in [50–52], the phase shift
from additional light relic species is also imprinted on the BAO location measured from
the distribution of galaxies. While these papers focused on the effect from neutrino-like
species, we have shown in this paper that light relics that decouple at intermediate redshift
will produce a different phase shift in the CMB power spectrum compared to neutrino-like
species. The same effect can therefore potentially be detected from the BAO of the large-scale
structure and it will be sensitive to zdec,X , probing directly the properties of the decoupled
species. We leave a consistent treatment of the phase shift in BAO generated by species with
intermediate decoupling times for future work.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied the imprint left on the CMB anisotropy power spectrum by
a light degree of freedom X that decouples from non-gravitational interactions in its own
sector during the epoch probed by the CMB. In Section 2 we presented an analytic approach
toward understanding the effects of this decoupling on the amplitude of photon perturbations
and on the shift in the acoustic peak locations, δ` = (θ/pi)∆`, as a function of the decoupling
redshift of the new species zdec,X . These calculations showed that the amplitude of photon
perturbation decreases with increasing zdec,X , while the phase shift increases with increasing
zdec,X (see Figure 1). In Section 3 we computed the CMB power spectra with a decoupling
dark species using a modified version of the CLASS code. We demonstrated that the amplitude
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of the CMB power spectra decreases slightly with increasing zdec,X while the phase shift δ`
increases in amplitude with increasing zdec,X . Both the phase shift and amplitude change
acquire a new `-dependence with a feature near the angular scale `dec,X corresponding to the
horizon size at zdec,X (see Figures 4 and 5). For values of zdec,X ∼ O(103 − 104), there is a
peak in the phase shift at `dec,X within the observable range of a Stage IV CMB experiment.
The changes to the CMB power spectra potentially enable direct constraints on zdec,X and
thus constraints on the types and strengths of non-gravitational interactions responsible for
decoupling of the species X.
We consider the Nnaturalness scenario as a concrete example of a model that includes
dark radiation with decoupling redshift zdec,X ∼ O(103 − 104). In Section 4 we showed how
to relate Nnaturalness parameters to the observables ∆Neff and zdec,X and discussed the
sensitivity of this mapping to assumptions about the implementation of the Nnaturalness
model. The relevant properties of the additional sectors for one example choice of parameters
is given in Table 2. For Nnaturalness parameter choices consistent with current data, a Stage
IV experiment can potentially determine the photon decoupling redshifts, zdec,X , in the first
few sectors to ∼ 30%, which can be translated into comparable constraints on the fine-tuning
parameter r.
In Section 5, we forecasted constraints on the set of parameters ∆Neff , zdec,X from a
Stage IV CMB experiment. The full results of this forecast are shown in Figures 6 and 7. To
summarize, we find that for currently allowed values of ∆Neff (e.g. ∆Neff ∼< 0.334) a Stage
IV CMB experiment could determine zdec,X at the tens-of-percent level. For larger values of
∆Neff the decoupling redshift can be determined even more precisely. The constraints on
∆Neff and zdec,X are sensitive to the fiducial value of zdec,X . If the primordial helium abun-
dance is fixed by consistency with BBN, constraints on ∆Neff vary at the 50% level with
zdec,X and we find that smaller zdec,X values result in somewhat tighter constraints. On the
other hand, if Yp is allowed to vary, the constraints on ∆Neff are much more dependent on
the choice of zdec,X . We find that the forecasted constraints on ∆Neff are generally tighter
when ∆Neff is generated by the species with earlier decoupling times, but are strongest for
a new species that decouples at zdec,X ∼ 10000 corresponding to `dec,X ∼ 1800. In both cases
adding the parameter zdec,X to the forecast does not degrade the constraints on ∆Neff so
long as zdec,X ∼ 103 − 104.
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